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this book studies all aspects of chinese history from the very beginning to date it is written in
very easy language and lucid style it depicts as to how china has become one of the most dominant
powers of the world the book highlights chinese culture its religion its view of war and military
its attitudes towards other cultures and the development of society from prehistoric to modern
times role of communist party of china basic features of constitution of china and details of
communist rule of china have been given in detail the topics covered are a brief survey of
chinese history its educational system career political ideas of mao tse tung sino soviet
relations before and after indo china border conflict china s relations with u s a and western
powers and with third world countries and u n o sino indian relations and tibet china after mao
and china s 21st century progress and development position of present china and its comparison
with india taiwan and its relation with macao and hong kong thus this book will prove very useful
for students of b a hons and m a and for various competitive examinations and for general readers
amongst the chinese exists great cultural variety and diversity the cantonese care more for
profit than face and are good businessmen whereas fujian r n are frank blunt and outspoken but
daring and generous beijing r n are more aristocratic and well mannered having stayed in a city
ruled by emperors of different dynasties shanghai r n are more enterprising adventurous and
materialistic but less aristocratic having been at the center of pre war gangsterism hainan r n
are straightforward blunt and stubborn hunan r n are more warlike and have produced more marshals
and generals than any other province pioneers of modern china is a fascinating book that paints a
vivid picture of the unique cultural characteristics and behavior of the chinese in the various
provinces using leaders in the modern history of china such as sun yat sen chiang kai shek mao
zedong zhou enlai deng xiaoping jiang zemin hu jintao and wen jiabao as representatives it offers
an in depth look into the psyche of the chinese people it also pays tribute to writers painters
and kungfu experts who have helped to develop the country socially and artistically this book is
the only comprehensive book on modern china s intellectual history a brief introduction to the
history politics society and culture of china this lavishly illustrated volume explores the
history of china from the founding of the qing dynasty 1644 1912 through to the present day
essential reading for anyone who wants to understand this rising superpower on the verge of what
promises to be the chinese century china whose recorded history extends back several thousand
years was once the most advanced civilization on earth but after centuries of self imposed
isolation the so called middle kingdom found itself lagging behind the world s industrialized
countries defeated militarily by the western powers and japan during the second half of the 19th
century china went through a series of reforms and revolutions before the emergence of the people
s republic of china prc in 1949 internal political struggles stifled the prc s development during
its early decades but a reform program that began in the late 1970s has transformed china into an
economic powerhouse and an increasingly important player on the international stage the history
of modern china offers a comprehensive account of china s historical evolution from a prosperous
empire to a semi colonial nation and finally to an independent communist state this volume also
provides an in depth analysis of the interplay between china and the outside world as well as
among china s various political forces excellent lse review of books china is the world s most
populous country and newest superpower whose place on the international stage can only be
understood through the lens of its modern history the oxford history of modern china is essential
reading for anyone who wants to understand this rising power in what promises to be the chinese
century covering the period of dramatic shifts and surprising transformations which comprise
china s modern history the book spans from the founding of the qing dynasty 1644 1912 to the
present day it introduces readers to important but often overlooked events in china s past such
as the bloody taiping civil war 1850 1864 and also sheds new light on more familiar landmarks in
chinese history such as the opium war 1839 1842 the boxer uprising of 1900 the rise to power of
the chinese communist party in 1949 the tiananmen protests and beijing massacre of 1989 and china
s rise to economic superpower status in the 21st century a new chapter for this edition brings
the story into the era of xi jinping the art of modern china is a long awaited much needed survey
the authors combined experience in this field is exceptional in addition to presenting key
arguments for students and arts professionals andrews and shen enliven modern chinese art for all
readers the art of modern china gives just treatment to an expanded field of overlooked artworks
that confront the challenges of modernization de nin deanna lee author of the night banquet a
chinese scroll through time a chinese city which owes a great debt to western influence shanghai
is the largest city in asia and one of its most fascinating complete with anecdotes and vignettes
of everyday life this history traces the city s transformation from treaty port to the commercial
industrial and financial centre that played a vital role in the development of china s political
and social consciousness rana mitter s updated guide describes with flair and authority china s
often tortuous sometimes triumphant pursuit of modernity what it has meant for the chinese people
and what we can expect it to mean in future for all of us graham hutchings oxford analytica now
updated to bring the story of modern china up into the era of xi jinping this slim accessible and
lively volume offers an appealing mix of information and argument the first edition proved
popular with students as a classroom text so i look forward to putting this 2 0 version to use in
future courses jeff wasserstrom author of china in the 21st century what everyone needs to know
the encyclopedia of modern china is designed for academic and professional users from advanced
high school students and undergraduates to professors journalists and business people as well as
public library patrons the encyclopedia showcases the work of an international body of prominent
scholars who offer accessible original and authoritative analysis of all aspects of the history
and culture of china since 1800 in more than 2 000 pages of alphabetical entries each ranging
from 500 to 5 000 words encyclopedia of modern china provides critical information on the most
populous country and most dynamic trade market in the world the people politics economics
religion philosophy traditions art and literature of this ancient and enduring civilization is
explored from the beginning of the nineteenth century to the present day given chinas increasing
role in world affairs its modern history and culture are of great interest to many and this work
is designed to bring reliable and accessible facts and analysis to students professionals and
others who study and interact with china and her people commissioned contributors from colleges
and universities in china and around the world provide authoritative content and fresh scholarly
analysis scores of tables charts graphs and maps illustrate key points a glossary appendix
listing transliteration of unique names t providing an indispensable resource for students
educators businessmen and officials investigating the transformative experience of modern china
this book provides a comprehensive summary of the culture institutions traditions and
international relations that have shaped today s china in modern china author xiaobing li offers
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a resource far beyond a conventional encyclopedia providing not only comprehensive coverage of
chinese civilization and traditions but also addressing the values issues and critical views of
china as a result readers will better understand the transformative experience of the most
populous country in the world and will grasp the complexity of the progress and problems behind
the rise of china to a world superpower in less than 30 years written by an author who lived in
china for three decades this encyclopedia addresses 16 key topics regarding china such as its
geography government social classes and ethnicities gender based identities arts media and food
each followed by roughly 250 short entries related to each topic all the entries are placed
within a broad sociopolitical and socioeconomic contextual framework the format and writing
consistency through the book reflects a chinese perspective and allows students to compare
chinese with western and american views this lively and engaging text offers a panorama of modern
chinese history through compelling biographies of the famous and obscure spanning five hundred
years they include a ming dynasty medical pioneer a qing dynasty courtesan a nineteenth century
hong kong business leader a manchu princess an arsenal manager a woman soldier and a young maid
in contemporary beijing through the lives of these diverse people readers will gain an
understanding of the complex questions of modern chinese history what did it mean to be chinese
and how did that change over time how was learning encouraged and directed in imperial and post
imperial china was it possible to challenge entrenched gender roles what effects did european
imperialism have on chinese lives how did ordinary chinese experience the warfare and political
upheaval of twentieth century china what is the nature of the gap between urban and rural china
in the post mao years these richly researched biographies are written in an accessible and
appealing style that will engage all readers interested in modern china contributions by daria
berg john m carroll kenneth j hammond joshua h howard fabio lanza oliver moore pan yihong hugh
shapiro kristin stapleton and shuo wang brings together brief biographies of 100 women and men
whose activities in the 19th century laid the foundations of modern china and the country s
transition from dynastic empireto republic the historical dictionary of modern china 1800 1949
offers a concise but comprehensive examination of the political military economic social and
cultural development of modern china instead of focusing merely on the political elites of china
this reference covers a variety of significant persons including women and ethnic minorities new
historical concepts cultural and educational institutions and economic activities drawing on
newly available records including a large mass of governmental and family archives the narratives
presented reveal new facts offer a new interpretation in accordance with china s modernization
process during the late qing period and a revisionist perspective on the republican history the
chronology records not only political and military events but also other experiences of the
chinese people the bibliography gives prominence to current literature on china s drive towards
modernization and appendixes provide the reader with detailed information on china s cultural and
economic transformation an in depth study of ma xiangbo one of the most prominent catholic
thinkers in modern china examining key events of the 20th century each title in this series
outlines the lead up and aftermath explores the issues and introduces leaders and key figures
titles of useful websites and further reading recommendations are given this pack includes the
great depression key battles of world war i key battles of world war ii the holocaust the cold
war and the vietnam war no country has undergone a greater period of sustained and convulsive
change than china in the twentieth century this is its story tracing the emergence of a modern
china digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of notable women of modern china by
margaret e burton digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind
every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the
books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature prasenjit duara offers
the first systematic account of the relationship between the nation state nationalism and the
concept of linear history focusing primarily on china and including discussion of india duara
argues that many historians of postcolonial nation states have adopted a linear evolutionary
history of the enlightenment colonial model as a result they have written repressive exclusionary
and incomplete accounts the backlash against such histories has resulted in a tendency to view
the past as largely constructed imagined or invented in this book duara offers a way out of the
impasse between constructionism and the evolving nation he redefines history as a series of
multiple often conflicting narratives produced simultaneously at national local and transnational
levels in a series of closely linked case studies he considers such examples as the very
different histories produced by chinese nationalist reformers and partisans of popular religions
the conflicting narratives of statist nationalists and of advocates of federalism in early
twentieth century china he demonstrates the necessity of incorporating contestation appropriation
repression and the return of the repressed subject into any account of the past that will be
meaningful to the present duara demonstrates how to write histories that resist being pressed
into the service of the national subject in its progress or stalled progress toward modernity
twenty bibliographical essays dealing with the major modern leaders in the taiping rebellion the
republican revolution and the communist movement in 1850 china was the sick man of asia now it is
set to become the most powerful nation on earth for 150 years china has endured as victim of
oppression war and famine this title shows how turbulent that journey has been look no further
for a comprehensive narrative of chinese history from the fall of the ming dynasty to the present
learn about this influential chinese woman throughout its modern history china has suffered from
immense destruction and loss of life from warfare in its worst periods of warfare the eight years
of the anti japanese war 1937 45 millions of civilians lost their lives but in china the story of
modern war related death and suffering has remained hidden the rape of nanking is beginning to be
known but hundreds of other massacres are still unrecognized by the outside world and even by
china itself the focus of scars of war is the social and psychological not the economic costs of
war on the country the book is illustrated with contemporary photographs and woodblock prints
each chapter is introduced by a traditional chinese saying cheng yu on warfare the a to z of
modern china 1800 1949 offers a concise yet comprehensive examination of the political military
economic social and cultural development of china during the 19th and first half of the 20th
centuries it covers a variety of significant people including women and ethic minorities
historical concepts cultural and educational institutions and econoic activities the present
volume is a supplement equal in size and scope to the volume published in 1955 japanese studies
of modern china it includes summaries and critical evaluations of more than one thousand books
and articles and comprehensive general and special character indices to establish the correct
readings of the names of japanese authors now in a fully updated edition this accessible text
provides a balanced history of modern china in a global context the authors focus especially on
china s culture warfare and immediate neighbors and provide a unique comparative approach to
bridge the cultural divide separating chinese history from western readers trying to understand
it
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History of Modern China

2004

this book studies all aspects of chinese history from the very beginning to date it is written in
very easy language and lucid style it depicts as to how china has become one of the most dominant
powers of the world the book highlights chinese culture its religion its view of war and military
its attitudes towards other cultures and the development of society from prehistoric to modern
times role of communist party of china basic features of constitution of china and details of
communist rule of china have been given in detail the topics covered are a brief survey of
chinese history its educational system career political ideas of mao tse tung sino soviet
relations before and after indo china border conflict china s relations with u s a and western
powers and with third world countries and u n o sino indian relations and tibet china after mao
and china s 21st century progress and development position of present china and its comparison
with india taiwan and its relation with macao and hong kong thus this book will prove very useful
for students of b a hons and m a and for various competitive examinations and for general readers

Pioneers of Modern China

2005

amongst the chinese exists great cultural variety and diversity the cantonese care more for
profit than face and are good businessmen whereas fujian r n are frank blunt and outspoken but
daring and generous beijing r n are more aristocratic and well mannered having stayed in a city
ruled by emperors of different dynasties shanghai r n are more enterprising adventurous and
materialistic but less aristocratic having been at the center of pre war gangsterism hainan r n
are straightforward blunt and stubborn hunan r n are more warlike and have produced more marshals
and generals than any other province pioneers of modern china is a fascinating book that paints a
vivid picture of the unique cultural characteristics and behavior of the chinese in the various
provinces using leaders in the modern history of china such as sun yat sen chiang kai shek mao
zedong zhou enlai deng xiaoping jiang zemin hu jintao and wen jiabao as representatives it offers
an in depth look into the psyche of the chinese people it also pays tribute to writers painters
and kungfu experts who have helped to develop the country socially and artistically

An Intellectual History of Modern China

2002-05-16

this book is the only comprehensive book on modern china s intellectual history

A History of Modern China

1972

a brief introduction to the history politics society and culture of china

Modern China

2009

this lavishly illustrated volume explores the history of china from the founding of the qing
dynasty 1644 1912 through to the present day essential reading for anyone who wants to understand
this rising superpower on the verge of what promises to be the chinese century

The Oxford Illustrated History of Modern China

2016

china whose recorded history extends back several thousand years was once the most advanced
civilization on earth but after centuries of self imposed isolation the so called middle kingdom
found itself lagging behind the world s industrialized countries defeated militarily by the
western powers and japan during the second half of the 19th century china went through a series
of reforms and revolutions before the emergence of the people s republic of china prc in 1949
internal political struggles stifled the prc s development during its early decades but a reform
program that began in the late 1970s has transformed china into an economic powerhouse and an
increasingly important player on the international stage the history of modern china offers a
comprehensive account of china s historical evolution from a prosperous empire to a semi colonial
nation and finally to an independent communist state this volume also provides an in depth
analysis of the interplay between china and the outside world as well as among china s various
political forces

The Rise of Modern China

1970

excellent lse review of books china is the world s most populous country and newest superpower
whose place on the international stage can only be understood through the lens of its modern
history the oxford history of modern china is essential reading for anyone who wants to
understand this rising power in what promises to be the chinese century covering the period of
dramatic shifts and surprising transformations which comprise china s modern history the book
spans from the founding of the qing dynasty 1644 1912 to the present day it introduces readers to
important but often overlooked events in china s past such as the bloody taiping civil war 1850
1864 and also sheds new light on more familiar landmarks in chinese history such as the opium war
1839 1842 the boxer uprising of 1900 the rise to power of the chinese communist party in 1949 the
tiananmen protests and beijing massacre of 1989 and china s rise to economic superpower status in
the 21st century a new chapter for this edition brings the story into the era of xi jinping
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The History of Modern China

2014-09-02

the art of modern china is a long awaited much needed survey the authors combined experience in
this field is exceptional in addition to presenting key arguments for students and arts
professionals andrews and shen enliven modern chinese art for all readers the art of modern china
gives just treatment to an expanded field of overlooked artworks that confront the challenges of
modernization de nin deanna lee author of the night banquet a chinese scroll through time

The Oxford History of Modern China

2022-01-27

a chinese city which owes a great debt to western influence shanghai is the largest city in asia
and one of its most fascinating complete with anecdotes and vignettes of everyday life this
history traces the city s transformation from treaty port to the commercial industrial and
financial centre that played a vital role in the development of china s political and social
consciousness

The Art of Modern China

2012-09-24

rana mitter s updated guide describes with flair and authority china s often tortuous sometimes
triumphant pursuit of modernity what it has meant for the chinese people and what we can expect
it to mean in future for all of us graham hutchings oxford analytica now updated to bring the
story of modern china up into the era of xi jinping this slim accessible and lively volume offers
an appealing mix of information and argument the first edition proved popular with students as a
classroom text so i look forward to putting this 2 0 version to use in future courses jeff
wasserstrom author of china in the 21st century what everyone needs to know

Shanghai

1987

the encyclopedia of modern china is designed for academic and professional users from advanced
high school students and undergraduates to professors journalists and business people as well as
public library patrons the encyclopedia showcases the work of an international body of prominent
scholars who offer accessible original and authoritative analysis of all aspects of the history
and culture of china since 1800 in more than 2 000 pages of alphabetical entries each ranging
from 500 to 5 000 words encyclopedia of modern china provides critical information on the most
populous country and most dynamic trade market in the world the people politics economics
religion philosophy traditions art and literature of this ancient and enduring civilization is
explored from the beginning of the nineteenth century to the present day given chinas increasing
role in world affairs its modern history and culture are of great interest to many and this work
is designed to bring reliable and accessible facts and analysis to students professionals and
others who study and interact with china and her people commissioned contributors from colleges
and universities in china and around the world provide authoritative content and fresh scholarly
analysis scores of tables charts graphs and maps illustrate key points a glossary appendix
listing transliteration of unique names t

Modern China

2016

providing an indispensable resource for students educators businessmen and officials
investigating the transformative experience of modern china this book provides a comprehensive
summary of the culture institutions traditions and international relations that have shaped today
s china in modern china author xiaobing li offers a resource far beyond a conventional
encyclopedia providing not only comprehensive coverage of chinese civilization and traditions but
also addressing the values issues and critical views of china as a result readers will better
understand the transformative experience of the most populous country in the world and will grasp
the complexity of the progress and problems behind the rise of china to a world superpower in
less than 30 years written by an author who lived in china for three decades this encyclopedia
addresses 16 key topics regarding china such as its geography government social classes and
ethnicities gender based identities arts media and food each followed by roughly 250 short
entries related to each topic all the entries are placed within a broad sociopolitical and
socioeconomic contextual framework the format and writing consistency through the book reflects a
chinese perspective and allows students to compare chinese with western and american views

Encyclopedia of Modern China

2009

this lively and engaging text offers a panorama of modern chinese history through compelling
biographies of the famous and obscure spanning five hundred years they include a ming dynasty
medical pioneer a qing dynasty courtesan a nineteenth century hong kong business leader a manchu
princess an arsenal manager a woman soldier and a young maid in contemporary beijing through the
lives of these diverse people readers will gain an understanding of the complex questions of
modern chinese history what did it mean to be chinese and how did that change over time how was
learning encouraged and directed in imperial and post imperial china was it possible to challenge
entrenched gender roles what effects did european imperialism have on chinese lives how did
ordinary chinese experience the warfare and political upheaval of twentieth century china what is
the nature of the gap between urban and rural china in the post mao years these richly researched
biographies are written in an accessible and appealing style that will engage all readers
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interested in modern china contributions by daria berg john m carroll kenneth j hammond joshua h
howard fabio lanza oliver moore pan yihong hugh shapiro kristin stapleton and shuo wang

The Rise of Modern China

1970

brings together brief biographies of 100 women and men whose activities in the 19th century laid
the foundations of modern china and the country s transition from dynastic empireto republic

Modern China

2015-11-23

the historical dictionary of modern china 1800 1949 offers a concise but comprehensive
examination of the political military economic social and cultural development of modern china
instead of focusing merely on the political elites of china this reference covers a variety of
significant persons including women and ethnic minorities new historical concepts cultural and
educational institutions and economic activities drawing on newly available records including a
large mass of governmental and family archives the narratives presented reveal new facts offer a
new interpretation in accordance with china s modernization process during the late qing period
and a revisionist perspective on the republican history the chronology records not only political
and military events but also other experiences of the chinese people the bibliography gives
prominence to current literature on china s drive towards modernization and appendixes provide
the reader with detailed information on china s cultural and economic transformation

The Human Tradition in Modern China

2008

an in depth study of ma xiangbo one of the most prominent catholic thinkers in modern china

History of Modern China

1974

examining key events of the 20th century each title in this series outlines the lead up and
aftermath explores the issues and introduces leaders and key figures titles of useful websites
and further reading recommendations are given this pack includes the great depression key battles
of world war i key battles of world war ii the holocaust the cold war and the vietnam war

Japanese Studies of Modern China

1955

no country has undergone a greater period of sustained and convulsive change than china in the
twentieth century this is its story tracing the emergence of a modern china

The Rise of Modern China

1983

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of notable women of modern china by
margaret e burton digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind
every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the
books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

Modern China

1985

prasenjit duara offers the first systematic account of the relationship between the nation state
nationalism and the concept of linear history focusing primarily on china and including
discussion of india duara argues that many historians of postcolonial nation states have adopted
a linear evolutionary history of the enlightenment colonial model as a result they have written
repressive exclusionary and incomplete accounts the backlash against such histories has resulted
in a tendency to view the past as largely constructed imagined or invented in this book duara
offers a way out of the impasse between constructionism and the evolving nation he redefines
history as a series of multiple often conflicting narratives produced simultaneously at national
local and transnational levels in a series of closely linked case studies he considers such
examples as the very different histories produced by chinese nationalist reformers and partisans
of popular religions the conflicting narratives of statist nationalists and of advocates of
federalism in early twentieth century china he demonstrates the necessity of incorporating
contestation appropriation repression and the return of the repressed subject into any account of
the past that will be meaningful to the present duara demonstrates how to write histories that
resist being pressed into the service of the national subject in its progress or stalled progress
toward modernity

Creators of Modern China

2023-04-27

twenty bibliographical essays dealing with the major modern leaders in the taiping rebellion the
republican revolution and the communist movement
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Historical Dictionary of Modern China (1800-1949)

2009-06-16

in 1850 china was the sick man of asia now it is set to become the most powerful nation on earth
for 150 years china has endured as victim of oppression war and famine this title shows how
turbulent that journey has been

Ma Xiangbo and the Mind of Modern China

2016-09-16

look no further for a comprehensive narrative of chinese history from the fall of the ming
dynasty to the present

The Rise of Modern China

1985

learn about this influential chinese woman

The Rise of Modern China

2002

throughout its modern history china has suffered from immense destruction and loss of life from
warfare in its worst periods of warfare the eight years of the anti japanese war 1937 45 millions
of civilians lost their lives but in china the story of modern war related death and suffering
has remained hidden the rape of nanking is beginning to be known but hundreds of other massacres
are still unrecognized by the outside world and even by china itself the focus of scars of war is
the social and psychological not the economic costs of war on the country the book is illustrated
with contemporary photographs and woodblock prints each chapter is introduced by a traditional
chinese saying cheng yu on warfare

The Creation of Modern China, 18942008

2016-06-30

the a to z of modern china 1800 1949 offers a concise yet comprehensive examination of the
political military economic social and cultural development of china during the 19th and first
half of the 20th centuries it covers a variety of significant people including women and ethic
minorities historical concepts cultural and educational institutions and econoic activities

Notable Women of Modern China

2022-09-04

the present volume is a supplement equal in size and scope to the volume published in 1955
japanese studies of modern china it includes summaries and critical evaluations of more than one
thousand books and articles and comprehensive general and special character indices to establish
the correct readings of the names of japanese authors

Rescuing History from the Nation

1996-11-20

now in a fully updated edition this accessible text provides a balanced history of modern china
in a global context the authors focus especially on china s culture warfare and immediate
neighbors and provide a unique comparative approach to bridge the cultural divide separating
chinese history from western readers trying to understand it

Men and Manners of Modern China

1974

The Making of Modern China

1981-09-01

Revolutionary Leaders of Modern China

1971

The Penguin History of Modern China

2013
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The Search for Modern China

1999-01-01

Madame Chiang Kai-Shek

2007

Intellectuals and the State in Modern China

1981

The Scars of War

2001

The A to Z of Modern China (1800-1949)

2010

Liang Ch'i-ch'ao and the Mind of Modern China

1967

Japanese Studies of Modern China Since 1953

1975

Modern China

2019
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